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Abstract

We revisit the problem of pursuit-evasion in a grid introduced by Sugihara and Suzuki in the line-
of-sight vision model. Consider an arbitrary evaderZ with the maximum speed of1 who moves (in a
continuous way) on the streets and avenues of ann × n grid Gn. The cunning evader is to be captured
by a group of pursuers, possibly only one. The maximum speed of the pursuers iss ≥ 1; s is a constant
for each pursuit-evasion problem considered, but several values fors are studied. We prove several new
results (no such algorithms were available for capture using one, two or three pursuers having a constant
maximum speed limit):

(i) A randomized algorithm through which one pursuerA with a maximum speed ofs ≥ 3 can
capture an arbitrary evaderZ in Gn in expected polynomial time. For instance, the expected capture
time isO(n1+log

6/5
16) = O(n16.21) for s = 3, O(n1+log 12) = O(n4.59) for s = 4, O(n1+log 60/13) =

O(n3.21) for s = 6, and it approachesO(n3) with the further increase ofs.
(ii) A randomized algorithm for capturing an arbitrary evader in O(n3) expected time using two

pursuers who can move slightly faster than the evader (s = 1 + ε, for anyε > 0).
(iii) Randomized algorithms for capturing a certain “passive” evader using either a single pursuer

who can move slightly faster than the evader (s = 1+ε, for anyε > 0), or two pursuers having the same
maximum speed as the evader (s = 1).

(iv) A deterministic algorithm for capturing an arbitrary evader inO(n2) time, using three pursuers
having the same maximum speed as the evader (s = 1).
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1 Introduction

An n × n grid Gn, n ≥ 2, is the set of points with integer coordinates in[0, n − 1] × [0, n − 1] together
with their connecting edges viewed as a connected planar set. Alternatively,Gn can be viewed as the union
of the following 2n line segments: (a) the line segment between(i, 0) and (i, n − 1), calledcolumni,
0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, and (b) the line segment between(0, j) and(n− 1, j), calledrow j, 0 ≤ j ≤ n− 1. A point
(x, y) in Gn is called avertexif both x andy are integers.
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We consider a vision-based pursuit-evasion problem inGn in which a group ofpursuers(searchers) are
required to search for and capture anevader(fugitive). Both the pursuers and evader are represented by a
(moving) point inGn (two players can be at the same point at one time). The vision of the players is limited
to a straight line of sight (i.e., a row or column): a player ata vertex can see both the corresponding row and
column, while one located in the interior of an edge can see only the row or column containing that edge.1 A
player is said to have adirection detection capabilityif he can see in which direction an opponent moves (left
or right) when disappearing from the line of sight. Adistance detection capabilityis one that allows a player
to know either the exact or an approximate distance between his current location and that of an opponent
in sight. Generally, we assume that the pursuers have no direction detection capability, and their distance
detection capability is limited — a pursuer can tell only whether or not an evader in sight is within distance
1 of his current position, or they have an approximate distance detection capability with a constant relative
error.2 In contrast, the evader may have both direction detection and exact distance detection capabilities.
The pursuers can communicate with one another in real time (without delay). The players can also initiate
and start executing any movement without delay. The evader may know the algorithm of the pursuers
and their initial positions, but he does not know the outcomes of their random choices, in case they use a
randomized algorithm.

In thediscrete model, the moves are restricted to the vertices ofGn and executed at discrete time steps
t = 0, 1, . . . , simultaneously, by each player. A move consists of either moving to an adjacent vertex, or
staying at the current vertex. The evader is considered captured if he and a pursuer are either at the same
grid point at a discrete time step, or if they traverse the same edge from opposite directions in the interval
between two consecutive time steps. In this paper, we consider this problem mainly in thecontinuous model,
as opposed to the discrete model. In the continuous model, moves are not restricted to discrete time steps or
to the vertices ofGn: any move inGn is allowed within the speed limit constraint, which is1 for the evader
w.l.o.g., and some constants for the pursuers. The evader is considered captured if thereexists a time during
the pursuit when his position coincides with the position ofone of the pursuers. Here we consider the case
s ≥ 1, and present algorithms for capturing the evader using one,two or three pursuers.

The vision-based continuous pursuit-evasion problem in a grid described above was first introduced
by Sugihara and Suzuki [20] as a variant of the well-knowngraph search problem[12, 13, 17], which is
essentially the same problem except that it is played in an arbitrary connected graph by “blind” pursuers and
an evader having an unbounded speed. In [20] it is shown that it is possible to capture an arbitrary evader
using four pursuers having a maximum speed ofs = 1. Subsequently, Dawes [6] showed that a single
pursuer having a speed ofn can locate (i.e., see) inGn an arbitrary evader having full knowledge about
the pursuer’s move, and later Neufeld [14] improved the speed bound to⌈2(n−1)

3 ⌉ + 2; no direction and
distance detection capabilities are needed for the pursuer, since the game ends as soon as he finds the evader.
Dawes also discusses a strategy for the pursuer having a speed of at least(n − 1)/k, k ≥ 1, to capture the
evader after locating him. The strategy requires no direction/distance detection by the pursuer ifk = 1, but
for k ≥ 2 it requires distance detection sufficient for the pursuer toknow the last vertex occupied by the
evader when disappearing from the line of sight. A variant ofpursuit-evasion in which all players have “full
vision” and thus know the positions of the others at all timeshas been considered in [19]. Other variants
of pursuit-evasion in the grid, in an offline setting and no vision, have been introduced in [7] and revisited
in [4, 5, 18]. A survey of other known results on the relation between the pursuers’ maximum speed and
the possibility of capturing an evader in various graphs is given in [8]. Continuous pursuit-evasion problems
have also been discussed in a geometric setting [9, 11, 21].

Various discrete pursuit-evasion games in an arbitrary graph, often called “cops and robbers” and “hunter
and rabbit”, have been considered in the literature. Some assume that both parties have complete knowledge

1A player does not block the view of another.
2Sections 3 and 4.1 present some results that require the pursuers to have an exact distance detection capability.
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about the opponents’ positions at all times (which would be called the “full vision” model in our context)
[2, 3, 15, 16], but of particular interest to us are those in which both parties have either no or very limited
knowledge about the opponent’s positions and moves (“limited vision”), and are in fact a closer match to
reality [1, 10]. In particular, it has been shown that under the assumption of no vision, by using a randomized
algorithm, a single pursuer can catch an evader with a non-zero (1 over a polynomial inn) probability of
success on any connected graphG havingn vertices in expectedO(n log(diam(G))) time, wherediam(G)
is the diameter ofG [1]. If the players have “one-edge visibility” (i.e., they can see each other and hence
have complete knowledge about each other’s location, if andonly if they occupy adjacent vertices), then
two pursuers are always sufficient to catch an evader with a non-zero (1 over a polynomial inn) probability
of success in any connected graph havingn vertices in expectedO(n5(log n)2) time [10]. Obviously, with
higher vision capabilities, the pursuers may be able to find the evader more easily, but at the same time,
the evader will more easily see the pursuers and avoid a closeencounter with them. Indeed, in our pursuit-
evasion problem with limited straight-line vision along rows and columns ofGn, it is often crucial for the
pursuers to “hide” from the evader to increase their chancesof capturing him.

Our results. We first present a randomized algorithm through which one pursuerA with a maximum
speed ofs ≥ 3 can capture an arbitrary evaderZ in Gn in expected polynomial time (Section 3). The
expected capture time isO(n1+log6/5 16) = O(n16.21) for s = 3, O(n1+log 12) = O(n4.59) for s = 4,
O(n1+log 60/13) = O(n3.21) for s = 6, and it approachesO(n3) with the further increase ofs. Next, we
present a randomized algorithm through which two pursuers having a speed ofs = 1 + ε can capture an
arbitrary evader inO(n3) expected time (i.e., we only require the pursuers can move slightly faster than the
evader). We also present a three-pursuer deterministic algorithm for capturing an arbitrary evader inGn in
O(n2) time, using three pursuers with a maximum speed ofs = 1. No such algorithms were known for
capture using one, two or three pursuers having a constant maximum speed limit. In particular, the latter
result improves upon the four-searcher algorithm of [20], by using one fewer pursuer.

Number of
pursuers

s Evader
Duration

of iterative step
Prob. of
capture

Expected time
to capture

1 (EDD) 4 arbitrary O(n) 1
nlog 12 O(n1+log 12)

1 (EDD) ≥ 4 arbitrary O(n) 1
nlog 1/p(s) O(n1+log 1/p(s))

1 1 + ε K-passive O(n + K) 2
5n−4 O(n2 + nK + 1

ε )

1 (EDD) 2 + ε K-passive,K ≤ n
2 O(n) 1

5K O(nK + 1
ε )

2 1 + ε arbitrary O(n2) 1
n−1 O(n3)

2 1 K-passive O(n + K) 4
9n−6 O(n2 + nK)

1 (EDD) 1 K-passive,K ≤ n
2 O(n) 2

9K+1 O(n2)

3 1 arbitrary O(n2) 1 O(n2)

Table 1: Summary of the main results. EDD denotes the exact distance detection capability, ands denotes the
maximum speed of the pursuer(s). For 2nd row in the table:p(s) = s2

−4s+1
4(s−1)(s−3) .
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Furthermore, under the additional assumption that the evader isK-passivefor some knownK, that is,
he will stop moving after not seeing any pursuer forK time units, the expected capture time can be reduced,
with even a smaller maximum speed requirement for the pursuers. Namely, we show that it is possible to
capture aK-passive evader using a single pursuer having a maximum speed of s = 1 + ε, in expected
O(n2 + nK + 1

ε ) time. With two pursuers, we only needs = 1 for both, and the expected capture time
becomesO(n2 + nK). If K ≤ n

2 , further improvements are possible, provided that the pursuers have the
exact distance detection capability. See Table 1 for a summary of these results.

The paper is organized as follows. After some preparatory results in Section 2, we present probabilistic
algorithms for one and two pursuers under various assumptions (Sections 3 and 4). In Section 5 we present
a three-pursuer deterministic algorithm for capturing an arbitrary evader. Concluding remarks are found in
Section 6.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we present useful schemes for pursuers to locate and possibly capture the evader. We also
introduce the concept ofK-passiveness that determines the length of period in which an evader can remain
active after seeing a pursuer. In the rest of the paper, we denote the pursuers byA, B, . . . and the evader by
Z. For measuring distances inGn, we use theL1-shortest path metric, e.g., the distance between(0, 2/3)
and(1, 2/3) is 5/3. B(o, r) denotes the ball of radiusr centered at a pointo, and|I| stands for the length
of an intervalI on the line.

2.1 Searching forZ

A first goal in the process of capturingZ is seeingZ.

Lemma 1 Using a randomized algorithm, one pursuerA with a maximum speed ofs ≥ 1 can locate (see)
Z in O(n) expected time.

Proof. A executes the following procedure to search forZ.

ProcedureSearch1

0. SetW := 2n.

1. A goes to(0, 0) from its current location at maximum speeds.

2. Time is reset to0. A selects a waiting timew ∈ [0,W ] uniformly at random, and waits for timew at
(0, 0).

3. Uniformly at random,A selects one of the two axis directionsx+ or y+, and starts moving from
(0, 0) in that direction at maximum speeds (towards(n− 1, 0) or resp.(0, n− 1)). If A has not seen
Z, repeat the algorithm from step 2 (by symmetry, the step can be iterated by starting at any of the
four corners ofGn instead of(0, 0)).

Analysis. Assume first thats > 1. Consider the time intervalI = [n, 2n] ⊂ [0,W ]. Let h (resp. v) be
the total time inI during whichZ is visible along a horizontal line (resp. vertical line) inGn. Obviously
h + v ≥ |I| (whenZ is at integer grid points, he is visible along both a horizontal and a vertical line). We
will show that

Prob(A sees Z in one iteration) ≥ I

2W
=

1

4
.
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Some intuition: assume thatZ is visible along a vertical (resp. horizontal) line at coordinatex = z
(resp.y = z) at timet ∈ I. First, observe that ifA starts Step 3 from(0, 0) at t0 = t − z/s in the direction
x+ (resp. y+), thenA would seeZ at t as indicated above. Secondly, observe thatA can seeZ at most
one time during Step 3 (becauses > 1). The next two claims translate in the fact that disjoint intervals in
whichZ is seen during the time intervalI generate disjoint time intervals in[0, 2n] in which corresponding
As can start. They characterizeI as a good time-interval included in[0,W ] (see also the proofs of Claim 3
and Claim 4 in Section 3).

Claim 1 If t ∈ I, andz ∈ [0, n − 1], thent0 := t − z/s ∈ [0, 2n] = [0,W ].

Proof. Upper bound: Sincet ≤ 2n, we havet0 = t − z/s ≤ t ≤ 2n. For the lower bound:

t0 = t − z

s
=

t − z

s
+

(s − 1)t

s
≥ 0,

wheret ≥ z and s−1
s ≥ 0 follow from the maximum unit speed assumption forZ and the maximum speed

s ≥ 1 for A. 2

Claim 2 SupposeA seesZ along a vertical(resp. horizontal) line at momentst1 ≤ t2, t1, t2 ∈ I, so that
Z is atx = z1 (resp.y = z1) at t1, and atx = z2 (resp.y = z2) at t2. Thent1 = t2 must hold.

Proof. The corresponding starting time forA in Step 3 would be

t1 −
z1

s
= t2 −

z2

s
.

This readily impliesz2 − z1 = s(t2 − t1), which leads to a contradiction since|z2 − z1| ≤ t2 − t1, by the
maximum unit speed assumption forZ, unlesst1 = t2 andz1 = z2. 2

By conditioning on the two possible choices, and by implicitly using the above two claims, we get:

Prob(A sees Z in one iteration) ≥ 1

2
· h + v

W
≥ 1

2
· |I|
W

=
n

4n
=

1

4
.

Since the probability of success in one iteration of the algorithm is bounded from below by a constant, the
expected number of repetitions is also constant, and consequently the entire procedure takesO(n) expected
time (one iteration takesn/s time).

The cases = 1 requires a slightly more careful argument because Claim 2 does not hold as is; however,
the set of exceptions has measure zero in[0, 2n], which then leads to the same bound. This concludes the
proof of the lemma. 2

2.2 Chasing

We say that pursuerA with the maximum speeds ≥ 1 chasesZ if he continuously moves towardsZ at a
speed ofs, after seeingZ within distance at mosts. Notice that chasingZ by a pursuer forcesZ to continue
to move forward to avoid an immediate capture, and — because of the assumption of no direction-detection
— A may not know temporarily whereZ is, whenZ turns left or right at a vertexv during a chase. However,
sinceA is initially within distances of Z, A will seeZ again within distance1 when he reachesv, thusA
will be able to continue to chase.
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Figure 1:Z will eventually be on the edge betweenA andB.

Lemma 2

(i) If s = 1 + ε, then a single pursuer can captureZ within s
ε = O(1

ε ) time after he starts chasingZ.

(ii) If s = 1, then two pursuers can captureZ within O(n2) time after one of them starts chasingZ.

Proof. For the first claim, note that the pursuer will catch up withZ within s
ε = O(1

ε ) time units, even
he loses sight of him during the firsts time units. For the second claim, suppose pursuerA has started
chasingZ. PursuerB first forms a “tandem” formation withA, say withB to the west ofA at distance
1, and thereafter maintains that formation.3 Once this is accomplished,Z is captured withinO(n2) time
units when he attempts to cross an edge westward, withA andB on the east and west endpoints of the edge,
respectively, as is shown in Fig. 1. To form a tandem formation, B first catches up withA in O(n) time units
(i.e., at a same position) as in the discrete, full visibility case [19], moves withA till they reach a vertex,
and then remains stationary for one unit time untilA reaches an adjacent vertex. Recall thatA andB can
communicate with each other without delay throughout this procedure. 2

2.3 K-passiveness and guessing

For any integerK ≥ 1, evaderZ is said to beK-passiveif he can move only forK time units after seeing a
pursuer; thereafter suchZ becomes stationary, until he sees a pursuer again. A1-passive evader is analogous
to a “reactive rabbit” considered in [10] that can move (in a discrete graph model) only when a hunter is in
sight, that is, a hunter is adjacent to a rabbit in the graph (one-edge visibility). An arbitrary evader may be
thus considered as∞-passive.

As expected,K-passiveness for smallK can make the job of the pursuers much easier. For instance with
a1-passive evaderZ, a single pursuerA with a maximum speed ofs ≥ 1 can start chasingZ in O(n) time
steps (a capture then follows by Lemma 2, if eithers > 1, or s = 1 and there are two pursuers): IfA does
not seeZ initially for one unit of time, thenZ must be stationary soA first findsZ by moving north along
column0 and east along rown − 1. As soon as he seesZ, he simply moves towardsZ (within the row or
column in which they both lie). This forcesZ to eventually turn left or right at some vertexv and then come
to a halt within distance1 because of1-passiveness (or return to the same row/column at a smaller distance
from A). AlthoughA does not know at which vertex and in which directionZ has turned (recall thatA
has no direction detection capability, and has only a limited distance detection capability), by continuing to
move in the direction in which he sawZ for the last time,A eventually reachesv, findsZ within distance 1,
and starts chasingZ.

3We useeast, west, north, andsouthto refer to the four axis directions in the understood manner.
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It sometimes happens that the pursuers have not seen aK-passiveZ for K time units, and hence they
know that he is stationary. Actually, we often let the pursuers attempt to “hide” from aK-passiveZ till he
becomes stationary. Once this happens, the pursuers can guess the location ofZ, approach and start chasing
him4 with a probability of success ofΩ( 1

n). Specifically, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 3 Assume that the pursuer(s) having maximum speeds ≥ 1, currently located in column0, know(s)
that aK-passiveZ is stationary (somewhere out of their sight inGn). Then:

(i) With probability at least 2
5n−4 , a single pursuer can start chasingZ within O(n) time.

(ii) With probability at least 4
9n−6 , two pursuers can start chasingZ within O(n) time.

Proof. Let us prove the first claim. Let(0, y) be the position of pursuerA. SinceZ is not visible and hence
not in column0, for the purpose of guessing whereZ is, we partition the edges inGn except those in column
0 into at most2n − 2 + ⌈n−1

2 ⌉ sections, as described below.

1. The horizontal edges are partitioned into at most2n−2 disjoint disconnected sections, where for each
i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 2, the edges between columnsi andi + 1 strictly to the north of levely (excluding
their west endpoints) form a section, and those between columnsi andi + 1 strictly to the south of
level y (excluding their west endpoints) form another. The number of sections isn − 1 if y = 0 or
n − 1, and2n − 2 otherwise. See Fig. 2(a).

2. The vertical edges in columns 1 throughn − 1 are partitioned into⌈n−1
2 ⌉ disjoint disconnected sec-

tions, where all edges lying between rows0 and2 (excluding their endpoints) form a section, all edges
lying between rows2 and4 (excluding their endpoints) form another section, and so on. See Fig. 2(b).

Observe that vertices inGn are part of the sections composed of horizontal edges. It is easy to verify
that for every sectionr, it is possible forA to approach and examiner without being seen byZ stationary in
r, so that he will be within distance 1 ofZ. See Fig. 2(c-d). Thus the probability thatA successfully starts
chasingZ is at least 1

2n−2+⌈n−1
2

⌉ ≥ 2
5n−4 .

The proof of the second claim with two pursuersA and B in column 0 is similar. The horizontal
edges are partitioned exactly in the same manner as in the single-pursuer case above, using the location
of one of the searchers, sayA. The vertical edges not in column 0 are partitioned into⌈n−1

4 ⌉ sections by
grouping those lying between rows0 and4 (excluding their endpoints) into a section, those lying between
rows 4 and8 (excluding their endpoints) into another, and so on. When searching forZ, an approach to
a section of horizontal edges is done byA exactly as before. To examine a sectionr of vertical edges,
pursuersA and B approachr in a coordinated manner as illustrated in Fig. 2(e). This shows that the
probability that the pursuers correctly guess the section in which Z is located and start chasing him is at
least 1

2n−2+⌈n−1
4

⌉ ≥ 4
9n−6 . 2

2.4 Hiding

In many of our randomized algorithms, pursuers use variations of the following general scheme to “hide” in
columni, so that they can start chasingZ with probabilityΩ( 1

n) if Z appears in columni later. The general
idea is for a pursuer, sayA, to choose one of then − 1 edges in columni uniformly at random, say edgee,
and hide in the interior ofe without being seen byZ. If subsequentlyZ reaches columni at some vertex

4For convenience, we say “pursuers start chasingZ” to mean “one of the pursuers starts chasingZ”.
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Figure 2:n = 7. (a) Partition of the horizontal edges into sections. (b) Partition of the vertical edges into sections.
(c) A path ofA to approach a section of horizontal edges. (d) A path ofA to approach a section of vertical edges. (e)
Paths ofA andB to approach a section of vertical edges.
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Figure 3:ProcedureHide1: (a)A chooses a target position and (b) moves towards it at speeds > 1.

v, then with probability at least 1
n−1 , v will be an endpoint ofe, and thusA will be within distance 1 ofZ,

which will allow A to start chasingZ at that moment.
Specifically, assume that a single pursuerA, with maximum speeds > 1, is at vertex(0, 0) and seesZ

in row 0 at timet at distance> 1. A uses the following procedureHide1 to hide in column0. When it is
finished, we say that column0 is guardedby A. See Fig. 3.

ProcedureHide1

A chooses one of then − 1 edges in column0 uniformly at random, and immediately moves straight
to some interior point of that edge at speeds.

Lemma 4 Suppose that a single pursuerA, with maximum speeds > 1, is at vertex(0, 0) and seesZ in
row 0 at timet at distance> 1. Let A start procedureHide1 at timet and hide in column0. WhenZ
reaches column0 for the first time aftert (if ever),A is within distance1 of Z with probability at least 1

n−1 .

Proof. Let e be the edge in column0 thatA chooses. Clearly, ifZ does not move from its current position
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until A reaches an interior point point ofe, thenZ gains no knowledge aboute and hence, whenZ reaches
column0 later at some vertexv, with probability at least 1

n−1 , v is an endpoint ofe, henceA is within
distance 1 ofZ 5. The only possibility forZ to gain some knowledge aboute before reaching column0, is
to move quickly to some rowk > 0 no later than whenA would appear there ife was to the north of rowk,
and see ifA indeed appears there (i.e., crosses rowk) — if A does, thene is to the north of rowk; otherwise
e is to the south of rowk. However, it is not possible forZ to do this becauseA moves faster thanZ; for
everyk > 0, A can reach(0, k) at timet + k

s < t + k, ass > 1, while Z cannot reach rowk at least until
time t + k. 2

We can adapt procedureHide1 for any column and, by interchanging the rows and columns, any row,
to guard it by hiding a pursuer in it. As we will see later in Section 4, it is also possible to modify the above
scheme so that two pursuers, each with a maximum speed ofs = 1, hide in column0 without lettingZ know
where they are. Note that the direction detection capability of Z does not help him to gain any knowledge
about the edge in whichA hides in the above scenario, sinceA always moves north from(0, 0). However,
if A, currently at vertex(i, j), 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 2, seesZ in row j and wishes to hide in one of
the edges in columni using a similar strategy, thenZ can see in which direction (north or south)A moves
from (i, j) and gain some knowledge about the edgeA has chosen. There are two ways to cope with this
problem.

Hide2: If A has a maximum speed ofs = 2 + ǫ, ǫ > 0, thenA first moves towardsZ at speeds within row
j, forcingZ to disappear from rowj. The first timeA reaches a vertex, say(l, j), with Z not in sight,
A moves to one of the edges in columnl at speeds.

Hide3: If there is another pursuerB (where both pursuers have a maximum speed ofs = 1 + ǫ), thenA asks
B to move towardsZ within row j to forceZ to leave rowj, and hides in columni immediately after
Z disappears from rowj.

It can be verified by similar arguments as in the proof of Lemma4, that by using eitherHide2 or
Hide3, A can reach any rowk 6= j beforeZ can, henceZ gains no knowledge aboutA’s choice. That is,
A succeeds in hiding.

3 One-pursuer randomized algorithms

In the first part of this section, we show how to capture an arbitrary evader with one pursuerA in expected
polynomial time, provided the maximum speeds of A is about three times the maximum speed ofZ (which
is 1). We present specific results fors ≥ 3. The method essentially breaks down fors approachings0 =
3+

√
5

2 ≈ 2.62, with the increase of the expected capture time, as this becomes unbounded as a polynomial
in n. In this section we assume the players (in particular,A) have the exact distance detection capability.
However, in the end, we point out that similar results can be obtained under a weaker approximate distance
detection capability for the players. In fact, such resultshold even ifZ has the exact distance detection
capability, whileA has only an approximate one.

Theorem 1 Using a randomized algorithm, one pursuerA with a maximum speed ofs ≥ 3 and the exact
distance detection capability can capture an arbitraryZ in Gn in expected polynomial time. More precisely:

5In the scheme presented, the probability is1
n−1

if v is either(0, 0) or (0, n− 1), and 2
n−1

otherwise. It is possible to improve
the probability to2

n
for evenn by lettingA exclude every other edge in column0 when choosing an edge randomly. Similarly, for

oddn the probability can be increased to2
n+1

. We adopted a simpler scheme for clarity of presentation.
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(i) Letp(s) = s2−4s+1
4(s−1)(s−3) . For s ≥ 4, the expected capture time isO(n1+log 1/p(s)).

Specifically, the expected capture time isO(n1+log 12) = O(n4.59) for s = 4, O(n1+log 60/13) =
O(n3.21) for s = 6, and it approachesO(n3) with the further increase ofs (s ≥ 6).

(ii) For s ∈ [3.2, 4), the expected capture time6 is O(n1+logs−2 4(s−1)).

(iii) For s ∈ [3, 3.2), the expected capture time isO(n1+log6/5 16) = O(n16.21).

Proof. Let us start with the cases = 4 (for simplicity of exposition). The algorithm forA is composed
of phases. One phase is similar in spirit with the search algorithm described in the proof of Lemma 1.A
succeeds in capturing as soon as one phase is successful. Each phase is composed of several (a logarithmic
number) ofrounds. If each round in the current phase is successful, the current phase is declared successful.
After each successful round the distance betweenA andZ is reduced by a constant factor (this distance is
measured on the line, since after each successful round,A succeeds in seeingZ). The time-lengths of the
rounds decrease exponentially.

AssumeA seesZ at some moment at distanced. The first round is successful, ifA succeeds in seeing
Z again at a smaller distance, sayd′ ≤ d/2. The second round is successful, ifA succeeds in seeingZ
again at a smaller distance, sayd′′ ≤ d′/2, and so on, untilA gets within distance≤ s = 4, after which
he will captureZ. We will impose the condition that the distance reduction isbounded from below by a
constant fraction larger than1 (say,2) after each successful round; in other wordsd′/d ≤ 1/2, and so on.
We will show that the probability that each round is successful is bounded from below by another constant
(say,1/12). Putting these together will ensure thatA can captureZ in expected polynomial time.

One phaseParameter:s = 4.

1. A performs a walk inGn until he seesZ, using procedureSearch1. By Lemma 1, this takesO(n)
expected time.

2. A repeatedly executes one round (details below) until the current round terminates in failure or the
distance betweenA andZ is less thans = 4 (this latter case happens after at mostO(log n) successful
rounds, and this makes current phase successful). If the current round terminates in failure,A starts a
new phase. If the current phase is successful,A capturesZ.

End of phase

One round Parameters:s = 4, x = 2k, W = k/4.

0. Letd = x = 2k be the distance betweenA andZ at the start of the current round (t = 0). W.l.o.g.
assume thatA andZ are on the same row. LetW := k/4. Let o = (x0, y0) be the initial position of
Z at t = 0. (Refer to Fig. 4.)

1. A moves at maximum speeds towardso. As explained below, we can assume thatA does not seeZ
during this time interval, namely[0, k/2]. Note that whenA reacheso at t = k/2, Z is somewhere in
the ballB(o, k/2).

2. A selects a waiting timew ∈ [0,W ] uniformly at random, and waits for timew at o.

6This bound appeared incorrectly in the extended abstract.
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Figure 4:One round ofA’s algorithm fors = 4; herek = 8, x = 2k = 16, W = k/4 = 2. The three concentric
balls aroundo, B(o, k/2), B(o, 3k/4) andB(o, k), are shown.

3. A selects one of the four axis directionsx+, x−, y+, y−, and starts moving fromo in that direction
at maximum speeds. If A hits the boundary ofGn (whenB(o, k) is not entirely contained inGn),
it stays there until timek. Note thatA reaches the boundary of the ballB(o, k) or the boundary of
Gn latest at timet = k (by our choice of parameters); whileZ is also confined to the same ball
B(o, k) in the time interval[0, k]. If A seesZ during this last segment of his move, the current round
is successful, and otherwise it is not.

End of round

We first observe that in a successful round, the distance reduction is at least2: d′

d ≤ k
d = k

2k = 1
2 , asA

andZ are within distancek whenA seesZ in B(o, k). For one round: leto be thelast position ofZ when
A seesZ; w.l.o.g.o is a grid point ofGn, because onceA seesZ (say, along a row),A will force Z out of
this row, and this happens at an integer grid point ofGn. The time is reset to0 wheno is chosen. Consider
the ballB(o, k) of radiusk centered ato (the position ofZ at timet = 0 whenA seesZ). If it happens that
A seesZ before reachingo, the time is reset, a new origin is chosen, and the current round (not a new one)
is restarted from the smaller current distance betweenA andZ.

Consider the time intervalI = [2k/3, 3k/4]. Note thatI ⊂ [k/2, k/2 + W ]. Let h+ (resp.h−) be the
total time inI during whichZ is visible along a horizontal line (row) withy-coordinate≥ y0 (resp.< y0).
Similarly, let v+ (resp. v−) be the total time inI during whichZ is visible along a vertical line (column)
with x-coordinate≥ x0 (resp.< x0). Obviously,h++h−+v++v− ≥ |I| (whenZ is at integer grid points,
he is visible alongbotha horizontal and a vertical line). We will say that the current round issuccessfulif
A seesZ in the time interval[k/2, k].

Assume thatZ is visible along a vertical (resp. horizontal) line at coordinatex = x0 + z (resp. y =
y0 + z) at timet ∈ I. W.l.o.g. we can assume thatz ≥ 0. Note that ifA starts its last segment (Step 3 of the
round) fromo att0 = t−z/4 in the directionx+ (resp.y+), thenA would seeZ att as indicated above. We
also need to argue thatA can seeZ at most one time during his last segment of move; to put it differently,
if Z is visible byA along the same direction (vertical or horizontal) at two different momentst1 < t2,
t1, t2 ∈ I, the correspondingAs must have different starting times. This translates in thefact that disjoint
intervals in whichZ is seen during the time intervalI generate disjoint time intervals in[k/2, k/2 + W ] in
which correspondingAs can start.

Specifically we prove the following two claims regarding theintervalI we have chosen. In general, we
say thatI ⊂ [k/2, k/2 + W ] is agood intervalif it satisfies these two claims.

11



Claim 3 If t ∈ I = [2k/3, 3k/4], thent0 := t − z/4 ∈ [k/2, 3k/4] = [k/2, k/2 + W ].

Proof. Upper bound: Sincet ≤ 3k/4, we havet0 = t − z/4 ≤ t ≤ 3k/4. For the lower bound:

t0 = t − z/4 =
t − z

4
+

3t

4
≥ 3

4
· 2k

3
=

k

2
,

wherez ≤ t follows from the maximum unit speed assumption forZ. 2

Claim 4 SupposeA seesZ along a vertical(resp. horizontal) line at momentst1 ≤ t2, t1, t2 ∈ I, so that
Z is at x = x0 + z1 (resp. y = y0 + z1) at t1, andZ is at x = x0 + z2 (resp. y = y0 + z2) at t2. Then
t1 = t2.

Proof. Similarly as in the proof of Lemma 1, the corresponding starting time forA in his last segment of
move would be

t1 −
z1

4
= t2 −

z2

4
.

This readily impliesz2 − z1 = 4(t2 − t1), which leads to a contradiction since|z2 − z1| ≤ t2 − t1, by the
maximum unit speed assumption forZ, unlesst1 = t2 andz1 = z2. 2

We now show that the probability that any given round is successful is at least1/12. By conditioning on
the four possible choices (axis directions) followed byA in his last segment, and by implicitly using Claim 3
and Claim 4, we get:

Prob(success in one round) ≥
1
4h+ + 1

4h− + 1
4v+ + 1

4v−

W
≥ |I|/4

W
=

|I|/4
k/4

=
|I|
k

=
1

12
.

Observe that the bound remains valid even ifA hits the boundary ofGn during the last segment of his
move (Step 3), since we can imagine thatA continues his move beyond this boundary.

Since the initial distance betweenA and Z (after Step 1 of a phase) isx ≤ n, after at mostlog n
successful rounds, the distance betweenA andZ becomes less than4 (recall, the distance reduction after a
successful round is at least2 : (d′/d ≤ 1/2). The current phase is then successful sinceA can chase and
then captureZ within another4/3 time by Lemma 2.

Prob(success in one phase) ≥
(

1

12

)log n

=
1

nlog 12
.

The execution time for one phase is bounded by

O(n) +
1

2

(
n +

n

2
+

n

4
+ . . .

)
= O(n).

It follows that the expected number of phases until a successful one occurs isO(nlog 12), and the expected
capture time is consequentlyO(n1+log 12) = O(n4.59), as claimed. This concludes the analysis for the case
s = 4.

We now show how to extend this result for (constant)s ≥ 4, and set the parameters, so as to decrease the
expected capture time. The algorithm forA is otherwise the same. For simplicity, we require the distance
reduction in a successful round to be at least2, as in cases = 4. Let W = ak for somea ∈ (0, 1) satisfy
the equation

2k

s
+ W +

k

s
= k.
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This ensures thatA reaches the boundary ofB(o, k) by the timet = k, while Z is confined to the ball
B(o, k) on the time interval[0, k]. The above can be rewritten as

3

s
+ a = 1, (1)

which yieldsa = 1 − 3
s . We now determine agood interval I ⊂ [2k

s , 2k
s + W ]. That is,I is an interval

for which analogous claims to Claim 3 and Claim 4 are satisfied. SetI = [ 2k
s−1 , (2

s + a)k] = [ 2
s−1k, s−1

s k].

Indeed, on one hand, we verify that ift ∈ I, thent0 = t − z
s ≥ 2k

s . Recall that at time2k/s, A has reached
o. We have

t0 = t − z

s
=

t − z

s
+

(
1 − 1

s

)
t ≥ 0 +

s − 1

s
· 2k

s − 1
=

2k

s
,

as in Claim 4. On the other hand, ift ∈ I, then

t − z

s
≤ 2k

s
+ ak,

as in Claim 3. ThusI is a good interval. Then

Prob(success in one round) ≥ |I|
4W

=
s−1

s − 2
s−1

4(1 − 3
s )

=
s2 − 4s + 1

4(s − 1)(s − 3)
:= p(s).

Observe that our previous cases = 4 is only a special case of this setting. Indeed, fors = 4, we get

Prob(success in one round) ≥ p(4) =
1

4 · 3 =
1

12
.

For instance, ifs = 6, we get

Prob(success in one round) ≥ p(6) =
1

4
· 13

15
=

13

60
,

and this results in an expected capture time ofO(n1+log 60/13) = O(n3.21). It is also easy to observe that
the expected capture time is a decreasing function ofs, therefore it is bounded byO(n3.21) for s ≥ 6, and it
approachesO(n3) with the increase ofs. Indeed,

lim
s→∞

p(s) = lim
s→∞

s2 − 4s + 1

4(s − 1)(s − 3)
=

1

4
.

The general upper bound on the expected capture time we obtain by this method for a givens ≥ 4 is
O(n1+log 1/p(s)), with p(s) defined previously. Observe also that this bound is inapplicable for instance
whens is close to3. It can be checked that|I| > 0 requires

a > 2

(
1

s − 1
− 1

s

)
=

2

(s − 1)s
.

Usinga = 1 − 3/s, yieldss2 − 4s + 1 > 0, and furthers > 2 +
√

3 ≈ 3.73.
Now, we show how to extend our result for the intervals ∈ [3, 4). Our method can be further pushed for

valuess < 3 (provideds > s0 = 3+
√

5
2 ≈ 2.62), however, the bound on the expected capture time becomes

prohibitive already fors = 3 (see below).
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Instead of2 we now only require a (modest) distance reduction ofx > 1 per round (forx close to1 in
the limit). This means we slightly change notation and denote the initial distance betweenA andZ by xk
(for x > 1). The number of necessary successful rounds remainsO(log n), and furthermore, the execution
time for one phase remains linear, since forx > 1, we have

∑
i≥0 nx−i = O(n). Equation (1) is now

x

s
+ a +

1

s
= 1, (2)

which yieldsa = 1 − x+1
s . For this setting, it can be checked thatI = [ x

s−1k, s−1
s k] is a good interval.

(Observe thatI ⊂ [xs k, x
sk + W ].) The condition|I| > 0 requires(s − 1)2 − sx > 0. We observe in

passing the limit of this method, when settingx = 1: the quadratic equation(s − 1)2 − s = 0 has solutions

s1,2 = 3±
√

5
2 , and the larger of the two (which is relevant here) imposess > 3+

√
5

2 ≈ 2.62.
Givens ∈ [3, 4), we set

x(s) =

{
6/5 if s ∈ [3, 3.2)
s − 2 if s ∈ [3.2, 4)

.

We have

Prob(success in one round) ≥ |I|
4W

=
1

4a

(
s − 1

s
− x

s − 1

)
=

(s − 1)2 − sx

4(s − 1)(s − (x + 1))
.

Fors ∈ [3, 3.2) andx(s) = 6/5, this is bounded from below as follows:

Prob(success in one round) ≥ (s − 1)2 − 1.2s

4(s − 1)(s − 2.2)
=

1

4

(
1 − 1.2

(s − 1)(s − 2.2)

)
≥ 1

4
·
(

1 − 3

4

)
=

1

16
.

The corresponding distance reduction isx(s) = 6/5, which results in an expected capture time of
O(n1+log6/5 16) = O(n16.21). (This bound is attained fors = 3, while for largers in this interval, the
expected capture time is smaller.)

Fors ∈ [3.2, 4) andx(s) = s − 2, this is bounded from below as follows:

Prob(success in one round) ≥ (s − 1)2 − (s − 2)s

4(s − 1)
=

1

4(s − 1)
.

The corresponding distance reduction isx(s) = s− 2, which results in a reduced expected capture time
of O(n1+logs−2 4(s−1)). 2

Remark. The following assumption of an approximate distance detection capability for the players is a
natural one. If the players (A andZ) are visible to each other at some distanced, the distancẽd observed by
some player satisfies

1 − ρ ≤ d̃

d
≤ 1 + ρ,

for a small constantρ (e.g.,ρ = 1/10 or ρ = 1/100). Of course, the distances observed byA andZ
may differ. The same algorithm ofA for capturingZ can be used, so that similar results hold under this
assumption of approximate distance detection capability as well. Essentially,A proceeds according to the
estimated distance perceived, with the effect that the the probability of success per round and the distance
reduction per round are slightly reduced. We omit the calculations.
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3.1 One-pursuer randomized algorithms for aK-passiveZ

Recall that an evader is calledK-passive, if he will stop moving after not seeing any pursuer forK time
units. First, we show that for anyK ≥ 1, a single pursuerA with a limited distance detection capability can
capture aK-passiveZ in Gn in expected timeO(n2 + nK + 1

ε ), provided he can move slightly faster than
Z, i.e., s = 1 + ε for an arbitrary smallε > 0. We assume thatA knows the value ofK. The algorithm
we give here is considerably simpler than the algorithms we present for two pursuers for capturingZ under
weaker assumptions (in Section 4).

The algorithm works as follows.A goes to(0, 0) and waits forZ to appear in row 0 or column 0 for up
to K time units. IfZ appears in row 0 withinK time units (w.l.o.g. at distance greater than 1; otherwiseA
immediately starts chasingZ), thenA immediately hides in column0 using procedureHide1. Once this
is done, ifZ appears in column0 within the nextK time units, thenA will be within distance1 of Z with
probability at least 1

n−1 (by Lemma 4), and then can start chasingZ if this happens. On the other hand, if
Z does not appear in column0 for K time units, either whileA waits at(0, 0) in the beginning or afterA
hides in column0, thenA knowsK is stationary. ThenA guessesZ ’s location, approaches him, and starts
chasing him if he is indeed there. The probability of successis at least 2

5n−4 by Lemma 3. The total time so
far isO(n + K), and ifA successfully starts chasingZ, then a capture occurs in additionalO(1

ε ) time units
by Lemma 2. The case in whichZ appears in row 0 is handled in a similar manner. To summarize:

Theorem 2 Using a randomized algorithm(described above), with probability at least 2
5n−4 , a single pur-

suer with maximum speed ofs = 1+ε can start chasing aK-passiveZ within O(n+K) time. The expected
time to captureZ by repeating this process isO(n2 + nK + 1

ε ).

In Theorem 2 we only assumed that the pursuer has a limited distance detection capability that allows
him to know only whether or notZ in sight is within distance 1 of his location. However, if thepursuer has
the exact distance detection capability, then for the caseK ≤ n

2 , it is possible to improve the probability
for capturing aK-passive evader fromΩ( 1

n) to Ω( 1
K ), by increasing the maximum speed of the pursuer

to s = 2 + ǫ. The improvement is based upon the following observation: if K is small, then it is to the
pursuer’s advantage to findZ first andthenhide, to improve the chances of guessingZ ’s final location.

Theorem 3 With probability at least 1
5K , a single pursuer with maximum speed ofs = 2 + ε, ε > 0, and

the exact distance detection capability can start chasing aK-passiveZ, K ≤ n
2 , within O(n) time. The

expected time to captureZ is O(nK + 1
ε ).

Proof. We improve the chances of guessingZ ’s final location fromΩ( 1
n) to Ω( 1

K ), by modifying the hiding
strategy forA, described before Theorem 2, in the following manner, so that A first findsZ and then hides.

STEP 1. A goes to(0, 0) and waits forZ to appear in row 0 or column 0 for up toK time units. During the
K time units:

a. If Z appears within distance2 + ε from A, thenA immediately starts chasingZ.

b. If Z appears at a distance greater than2 + ε from A, thenA immediately starts STEP 2.

c. If Z does not appear in row 0 nor column 0 (this meansZ is stationary), thenA first locatesZ
by moving north along column0 and east along rown − 1; observe thatA is at a vertex at the
moment he finds (sees)Z. If Z is within distance2 + ε from A, thenA starts chasingZ, elseA
continues with STEP 2.
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Figure 5: (a) WhenA seesZ, he moves towardsZ until either the distanced between the two iss = 2 + ε — and
thenA starts chasing — orZ disappears from rowj. (b)Z disappeared from rowj at vertex(l, j), andA has not seen
Z on his way from pointp = (i + r, j), r ∈ [0, 1) towards vertex(i + 1, j).
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Figure 6:Partition of the edges that intersectB((l, j), K) into at most5K sections; here we haveK = 3. (a) Partition
of the horizontal edges and points into at1 + 1 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 1 + 1 = 10 ≤ 4 · 3 sections. (b) Partition of the vertical
edges into3 sections.

STEP 2. W.l.o.g. assume thatA seesZ in row j, and thusA is located at(0, j). (Notice that(0, j) also
includes(0, 0), and the case whenA seesZ in column i is handled in a similar manner.) Now, to
succeed in hiding,A uses a modification ofHide2: with speed2 + ε, A moves towardsZ on rowj
until either the distanced between the two iss = 2+ε — and thenA starts chasing — orZ disappears
from row j (which must happen to avoid chasing); see Fig. 5(a). Letp = (i + r, j), r ∈ [0, 1), be
the first point such that (i)Z disappears from rowj at vertex(l, j), i + 1 < l, whenA is atp, and
(ii) Z does not reenter rowj until A reaches vertex(i + 1, j) while moving towardsZ; see Fig. 5(b).
WhenA reaches(i + 1, j), he memorizes the distanced := l− i, and hides in columni + 1 using the
following strategy.

• If d > K, thenA hides in columni + 1 at a location immediately to the north or south of vertex
v = (i + 1, j). Sincev is the only vertex in columni + 1 thatZ could possibly reach in the next
K time units,A can start chasingZ if Z appears in columni + 1.

• If 1 < d ≤ K, thenA hides in columni + 1 with the following modification. Observe that in
the nextK time units,Z can reach columni+1 only at those vertices within distanceK−d+1
of (i + 1, j). ThusA randomly selects an edge in columni + 1 from among those edges both
of whose endpoints are within distanceK − d + 1 of v, and then moves to the midpoint of that
edge. Since there are2(K − d + 1) < 2K such edges,A can start chasingZ with probability at
least 1

2K if Z appears in columni + 1.

It easy to see thatA succeeds in hiding by similar arguments as in the proof of Lemma 4.
So w.l.o.g. assume now thatA is hiding in columni + 1 at (i + 1, y), j − K < y < j + K, in the
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interior of some edgee. Note that aK-passiveZ, last seen at vertex(l, j) by a pursuer, must be stationary
at some point inside the ballB((l, j),K) afterK time units. For the purpose of guessing, as in the proof of
Lemma 3, we partition the (at most4K2 + 4K − 1) edges ofGn that intersectB((l, j),K) into at most5K
disjoint disconnected sections as follows. (See Fig. 6(a-b).)

a) The horizontal segments ofB((l, j),K) are first divided into horizontal edges (excluding their west
endpoints) and points — see Fig. 6(a). Next, for eachl − K ≤ i ≤ l + K, the edges/points between
columnsi andi+1 strictly to the north of levely form a section, and those between columnsi andi+1
strictly to the south of levely form another. The number of sections is at most2+2 · (2K −1) = 4K.
(Fig. 6(a))

b) The vertical segments ofB((l, j),K) are first divided into vertical edges (excluding their endpoints).
Next, these vertical edges are partitioned intoK disjoint disconnected sections, where all edges lying
between rowsj−K andj−K +2 (excluding their endpoints) form a section, all edges lyingbetween
rows j − K + 2 andj − K + 4 (excluding their endpoints) form another section, and so on— see
Fig. 6(b).
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Figure 7:(a) A path ofA from his hiding place to approach a section of horizontal edges. (b) A path ofA to approach
a section of vertical edges.

Now, if Z does not appear in the column/row thatA guards in the nextK time units after hiding, then
A randomly chooses a section in the partition of ballB((l, j),K) described above, approaches it along a
suitable path (see Fig. 7), and starts chasingZ if he is there, with probability at least15K . Otherwise, ifZ
crosses the guarded column/row, thenA starts chasing with probability at least12K . 2

Observe that if we assume no direction detection capabilityfor Z, then there is no need forA to first
forceZ to disappear from the row/column they are in, asA can immediately hide in a column/row without
Z knowing which directionA goes. Therefore, with no direction detection capability for Z, we can reduce
A’s maximum speed down to1 + ε, and the above approach continues to work. Consequently, weget

Corollary 1 Assume thatZ has no direction detection capability. Then, with probability at least 1
5K , a

single pursuer with maximum speed ofs = 1 + ε, ε > 0, and the exact distance detection capability can
start chasing aK-passiveZ, K ≤ n

2 , within O(n) time. The expected time to captureZ is O(nK + 1
ε ).

4 Two-pursuer randomized algorithms

The one-pursuer algorithms presented in the previous section require either the pursuer’s maximum speed
about3 (recall from Section 3 thats0 = 3+

√
5

2 ≈ 2.62), or two assumptions: (1) the evader isK-passive
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Figure 8:ProcedureHide4: (a) Movement ofA andB in Step 2. (b) Possible positions ofA andB chosen in Step 3.

for someK, and (2) the pursuer has the maximum speed ofs = 1 + ε. In this section, we show that it is
possible to capture the evader inGn in polynomial time even if we drop one of the two assumptions (1)-(2),
provided that we have two pursuers.

4.1 Capturing a K-passive evader

First, we consider the case in which evaderZ is K-passive for someK known to the pursuersA andB
whose maximum speed iss = 1. The basic idea is similar to that in the one-pursuer algorithms discussed in
the previous section. PursuersA andB attempt to hide fromZ in column 0 (or row 0), in such a way that
either (1)Z does not see them forK time units and becomes stationary, or (2) withinO(n + K) time units
Z encountersA or B within distance 1 with probabilityΩ( 1

n). In the latter case one of the pursuers starts
chasingZ and the capture follows withinO(n2) time by Lemma 2. The difficulty here is that the pursuers
with a maximum speed ofs = 1 cannot move faster thanZ, and hence they cannot use procedureHide1
to hide. However, we overcome this issue by hidingbothA andB in column/row 0 without lettingZ know
their exact locations. Specifically, the pursuers execute the following procedureHide4 to hide in column0.

ProcedureHide4

1. A andB go to (0, 0) and stay there until they seeZ in row 0 or column0. If they do not seeZ
for K time units, thenZ is stationary, and hence they guess the location ofZ in Gn, approach him,
and start chasing him with probability at least49n−6 by Lemma 3. So suppose they seeZ in row 0.
(The case in which they seeZ in column0 is handled in a symmetric manner, with rows and columns
interchanged.) IfZ is within distance1, then they immediately start chasingZ. Otherwise, go to
Step 2.

2. A immediately leaves(0, 0), moves north in column0 at a speed of 1, and stops as soon as it reaches
the first vertex(0, j), 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 2, such thatA does not seeZ in row j; otherwise, ifA seesZ in
row j for everyj, 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 2, then it stops at(0, n − 1). Concurrently,B stays at(0, 0) until A
reaches(0, 3), and thereafter moves north at a speed of 1 and maintains the distance of3 from A. B
stops as soon asA stops. (IfA stops at(0, 1), (0, 2) or (0, 3), thenB is still at (0, 0).) See Fig. 8(a).

3. See Fig. 8(b). Suppose thatA andB are at vertices(0, j) and(0, j′), respectively, wherej′ = 0 if
j ≤ 3, andj′ = j − 3 if 4 ≤ j ≤ n − 1. A chooses one of the edges in column0 to the north
of row j − 1 uniformly at random, and moves straight to the midpoint of that edge at a speed of 1.
Concurrently,B chooses one of the edges in column0 to the south of rowj′ +1 uniformly at random,
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and moves straight to the midpoint of that edge at a speed of 1.(As is shown in the proof of Lemma 5,
by maintaining a distance of 3,A andB can together “guard” column0.)

4. A andB stay at their respective locations in column0 until one of the following situations occurs.

(a) Z appears in column0 at some vertex at distance greater than1 from A andB (this can occur
beforeA andB arrive at their respective locations chosen in the previousstep): in this case
Hide4 ends in failure.

(b) Z appears in column0 at some vertex within distance1 from A or B: in this case the pursuers
start chasingZ.

(c) K time units have elapsed sinceA or B saw Z for the last time: sinceZ is stationary, the
pursuers guess the location ofZ, approach him, and start chasing him with probability at least

4
9n−6 by Lemma 3.

Lemma 5 UsingHide4, with probability at least 4
9n−6 , two pursuersA andB with a maximum speed of

s = 1 can start chasing aK-passiveZ in O(n + K) time.

Proof. In Section 2, we already showed that the pursuers successfully start chasingZ with probability at
least 4

9n−6 onceZ becomes stationary. SupposeZ does not become stationary, and assume that Step 3 starts
at timet with A andB at vertices(0, j) and(0, j′), respectively.

Let us consider the case in which4 ≤ j ≤ n − 2 andj′ = j − 3. By the minimality ofj, A sawZ in
rows1, 2, . . . , j − 1 while moving north at a speed of 1 but he did not in rowj. Thus it must be the case
thatZ also moved north at a speed of 1 along some columni ≥ 2 simultaneously withA, at least until he
reached vertex(i, j − 1) at timet − 1, but he did not reach vertex(i, j) at timet. (The casei = 1 cannot
happen since that would implyZ was within distance of1 of the pursuers in row0.) Hence at timet, Z must
be strictly below rowj and strictly above rowj′ (indeed,Z is on or above rowj−2 = j′ +1). Furthermore,
sincei ≥ 2, Z is at distance at least 1 from column 0 at timet. Therefore, while in Step 3,A andB are
moving respectively towards the midpoints of the edges theyhave chosen,Z cannot gain any knowledge
aboutA andB’s destinations unless he first moves to column0. However, beforeZ reaches column0 at
some vertexv = (0, y) necessarily at timet + 1 or later,A or B have reached either(0, y − 1

2 ) or (0, y + 1
2 )

(i.e., the midpoints of the edges incident onv) with probability at least 1
n−2 . (Note that every edge in column

0 except the one between vertices(0, j − 2) and(0, j − 1) can be chosen byA or B with probability at least
1

n−2 .) Thus with probability at least 1
n−2 , A or B will be within distance 1 ofZ whenZ reaches column 0

and then starts chasingZ.
An argument similar to the above can be used to show that, ifj ≤ 3 or j = n − 1, then chasing starts

with probability at least 1
n−1 whenZ reaches column0.7 We omit the details, and only mention that in both

of these cases, althoughZ gains knowledge about the position of one pursuer — ifj = n− 1 thenA always
hides at(0, n − 3

2), and if j ≤ 3 thenB always hides at(0, 1
2) — Z ’s uncertainty about the position of the

other pursuer ensures that column0 is guarded (by both pursuers).
Therefore, in any execution ofHide4, either (1)Z becomes stationary and one of the pursuers starts

chasing him with probability at least 4
9n−6 , or (2) Z does not become stationary and one of the pursuers

starts chasing him with probability at least1n−1 . Finally, it is straightforward to verify thatHide4 does not
run for more thanO(n + K) time. 2

7It is possible to improve the probability by excluding (moreor less) every other edge from consideration in Step 3. For instance,
if n = 8, j = 5 andj′ = 2, then we can let each ofA andB choose an edge out of two and obtain a probability of1

2
. However,

these improvements do not affect the overall success probability of Hide4.
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Theorem 4 With probability at least 4
9n−6 , two pursuers with a maximum speed ofs = 1 can start chasing a

K-passiveZ within O(n+K) time. The expected time to captureZ by repeating the process isO(n2+nK).

Proof. The result follows from Lemma 5 and the observation that, by Lemma 2, a capture occurs within
O(n2) time once chasing starts. 2

Analogously, as was done for the one-pursuer algorithm, by allowing the exact distance detection capa-
bility for pursuers, we can improve the probability of chasing forK ≤ n

2 in the two-pursuer algorithm, still
keeping the maximum speed equal to1.

Theorem 5 With probability at least 2
9K+1 , two pursuers with a maximum speed ofs = 1 and the exact

distance detection capability can start chasing aK-passiveZ, K ≤ n
2 , within O(n) time. The expected

time to captureZ by repeating the process isO(n2).

Proof. As the proof is similar to the one-pursuer case, we only present a sketch. Again, the idea is to let
the pursuers locateZ before hiding and memorize his locationo = (x, y), so that ifZ becomes stationary,
then they can start chasing him with a probability ofΩ( 1

K ) by considering only those edges that intersect
B(o,K) when guessing the location ofZ. As before, for the purpose of guessing we partition such edges
into a total of at most9K+1

2 disjoint sections following the idea in the proof of Lemma 3.With two pursuers
available, we have at most4K sections of horizontal edges and⌈K

2 ⌉ sections of vertical edges. Locating a
stationaryZ is straightforward withA andB moving together along column0 and rown − 1. However,
since their maximum speed iss = 1, when they seeZ (from a vertex, of course) they hide using a scheme
that is a variation of Steps 2 and 3 ofHide4. We give only an outline — For instance, to hide in column0
(when they seeZ along some row),A andB move in opposite directions in column0 until they are distance
3 apart, and thereafter maintain that distance until either(1) neither pursuer seesZ (along a row) or (2) one
hits the grid boundary. Then they each randomly select an edge appropriately and move to its midpoint. The
reader can verify that it is possible to do this in such a way that Z gains no knowledge about the pursuers’
target positions. We omit the details. 2

4.2 Capturing an arbitrary evader

In this section, we show that for an arbitrary smallε > 0, two pursuersA andB with a maximum speed
of s = 1 + ε can capture an arbitraryZ with probability at least 1

n−1 . (In the discussion below we assume
ε < 1, however, our approach can be easily modified for arbitraryε > 0.) The overall strategy of the
pursuers is to first guard a column or row, and then “advance” it towardsZ until Z is forced to appear in a
guarded column/row. At that moment, with probability at least 1

n−1 , the pursuers guarding the column/row
are within distance fromZ small enough to start chasing.

First, the pursuers guard a column or row. Note that they cannot use procedureHide3 until one of
them seesZ from a position near a vertex. So the approach in which a pursuer attempts to first locate
Z and then hide usingHide3, does not always work (unless the pursuer has a greater maximum speed
of s > 3

2 , as the reader can verify), becauseZ may become visible to him only when he is not near any
vertex. However, taking advantage of having now two pursuers A andB, this difficulty can be overcome as
follows. PursuersA andB move to(0, 0). While A stays at(0, 0), B searches forZ using the randomized
procedureSearch1. It is easy to check that eitherA or B will seeZ from a vertex inO(n) expected time:
if Z appears in column or row0, A sees him from vertex(0, 0); otherwise, ifZ does not appear,B sees
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him from the vertex he is at on his path on column0 or row 0. Once this happens, the relevant pursuer
successfully hides usingHide3.

For convenience of explanation, at this moment we rotate thegrid and/or rename the pursuers if nec-
essary, so that w.l.o.g. we assume that pursuerA is guarding some columni at (i,m + 1 − ε

2) for some
0 ≤ m ≤ n − 2 (recall that we assumedε < 1), andZ lies to the east of columni. Our next objective is to
advance the guarded column fromi to i + 1, by either movingA to columni + 1 without revealing toZ the
edge in which he is hiding, or by hidingB in columni + 1. We use the following procedureAdvance to
achieve this goal (see Fig. 9).

column i is guarded by A

A

B
0

...

j

j + 1

j + 2

...

n − 1

i − 1 i i + 1 i + 2

(a)

A

B

0

...

j

j + 1

j + 2

...

n − 1

i − 1 i i + 1 i + 2

(b) column i + 1 is guarded by A

A

B

0

...

j

j + 1

j + 2

...

n − 1

i − 1 i i + 1 i + 2

(c)

Figure 9:ProcedureAdvance, Step 3: (a)A is at(i, m+1− ε
2 ) and remains stationary untilB reaches(i+1, j+1) =

(i + 1, m + 1), (b)A moves to columni + 1 while B stays at(i + 1, m + 1) for one time unit, and (c)B continues his
move towards(i + 1, n− 1).

ProcedureAdvance

1. /* At this moment,A is hiding at(i,m + 1− ε
2) for some0 ≤ m ≤ n− 2, B is elsewhere in the grid,

andZ is to the east of columni. */

B goes from its current position to vertex(i + 1, n − 1) along any of the shortest paths.

Termination Conditions for Step 1

If, while moving,B seesZ within distance1, thenB starts chasingZ. If Z enters columni beforeB
reaches(i+1, n−1), then with probability at least1n−1 A is within distance 1 ofZ and starts chasing
Z; if A is not with distance 1 ofZ, thenAdvance ends in failure.

2. B moves south from vertex(i + 1, n − 1) to (i + 1, 0) at unit speed.

/* This action forcesZ to leave the region between columnsi andi + 1 before Step 3 starts, if he is
in that region at the end of Step 1. */

For convenience, we reset now the time tot = 0.

3. Forj = 0, 1, . . . , n − 2:

3.1 In the time interval[2j, 2j + 1], A remains stationary, andB moves north from(i + 1, j) to
(i + 1, j + 1) at a speed of 1.

3.2 In the time interval[2j + 1, 2j + 2], B stays at(i + 1, j + 1). If j = m (i.e.,A is presently at
(i, j + 1 − ε

2) = (i,m + 1 − ε
2)), thenA moves north to(i,m + 1), east to(i + 1,m + 1), and

then south to(i + 1,m + 1 − ε
2), at a speed ofs.
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Termination Conditions for Steps 2 and 3

As soon as one of the following holds, the above iteration is terminated and the specified action is
taken.

(a) If A or B seesZ within distance1, then he starts chasingZ immediately. This condition has the
highest priority.

(b) If B seesZ to the east on some row, thenB hides in columni + 1 and guards it usingHide3,
by randomly selecting an edge in that column and moving to itsinterior point at distanceε2 from
the northern endpoint.

(c) Z appears in columni + 1 whenA is not in columni + 1. ThenA is either located at point
(i,m + 1− ε

2) in columni for some0 ≤ m ≤ n− 2, or currently moving to(i + 1,m + 1− ε
2 )

in Step 3.2. In either case,B tellsA to move to vertex(i + 1,m + 1) via rowm + 1 at speeds.
WhenA reaches vertex(i + 1,m + 1) within one time unit, with probability at least1n−1 A is
within distance1 of Z and starts chasingZ. (If B happens to be within distance1 of Z, thenB
starts chasingZ by termination condition (a).)

(d) Z appears in columni + 1 whenA is already in columni + 1. In this case, with probability at
least 1

n−1 , A is within distance1 of Z and starts chasingZ. (Again, if B happens to be within
distance1 of Z, thenB starts chasingZ by termination condition (a).)

(e) If Z appears in columni + 1 but chasing does not start as described above, thenAdvance ends
in failure.

The basic idea of Step 3 inAdvance is as follows. Observe thatZ can gain some knowledge aboutA’s
hiding location — without entering columni — in three ways:

1. Z seesA in row j + 1 in the time interval[2j + 1, 2j + 2] and knows thatA’s hiding place in column
i was(i, j + 1 − ε

2). HenceA’s new hiding place in columni + 1 will be (i + 1, j + 1 − ε
2).

2. Z observes thatA doesnot appear in rowj + 1 in the time interval[2j + 1, 2j + 2] and knows that
A’s hiding place in columni is not (i, j + 1 − ε

2).

3. Z enters columni + 1, and either seesA or does not seeA, to the south ofB who is currently at
(i + 1, y). In the former case,Z knowsA’s hiding place, and in the latter case,Z knows thatA hides
at a point to the north of level⌈y⌉ − 1.

Thus, in both Cases 1 and 2, for everyj, 0 ≤ j ≤ n−2, Z has to be on rowj+1 sometime in[2j+1, 2j+2]
to know whetherA was hiding at(i, j + 1 − ε

2) in columni. Hence, by placingB at (i + 1, j + 1) in the
interval [2j + 1, 2j + 2] for everyj, we ensure that the guarded column is advanced fromi to i + 1 (by B)
wheneverZ attempts to gain knowledge aboutA’s hiding location in Cases 1 and 2. We handle Case 3 by
placingA within distanceε

2 of a vertex in columni, so thatA can start chasingZ with probability at least
1

n−1 whenZ appears at any vertex in columni + 1.

Lemma 6 Assume thatAdvance is executed withA hiding in columni and Z to the east of columni.
Then withinO(n) time, either chasing starts with probability at least1n−1 , or one of the pursuers hides in
columni + 1 with Z to the east of columni + 1.

Proof. As is already mentioned in the termination condition for Step 1, if in Step 1 pursuerB seesZ within
distance1, thenB starts chasingZ. Also, if Z enters columni beforeB reaches(i+1, n−1), thenA starts
chasingZ with probability at least 1

n−1 . So assume thatB starts executing Step 2; observe that columni is
still guarded byA. We consider three cases depending on the position ofZ at the beginning of Step 2.
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(i) Z is in columni + 1 at the beginning of Step 2. In this case, eitherB is within distance 1 ofZ and
starts chasingZ (condition (a)) or,A moves to columni+1 within one unit time and, with probability
at least 1

n−1 , starts chasingZ (condition (c)).

(ii) Z is located between columnsi andi + 1 at the beginning of Step 2. IfB approachesZ to within
distance1 while moving along columni + 1, thenB starts chasingZ (condition (a)). Otherwise,Z
must enter either columni or columni + 1 — in the former case, with probability at least1n−1 A is
within distance1 of Z and starts chasingZ (condition (a)); in the latter case,A moves to columni+1
within one unit time and, with probability at least1n−1 , starts chasingZ (condition (c)).

(iii) Z is to the east to columni+1 at the beginning of Step 2. Suppose chasing does not start by condition
(a). If Z never appears in columni + 1 and Step 3 is completed, or ifAdvance terminates because
of condition (b), then clearlyA or B hides in and guards columni + 1 with Z to the east of column
i + 1. So assume otherwise, and hence,Z enters columni + 1 (from the east) during the execution of
Step 2 or 3. Then, as explained in termination conditions (c)and (d) for Steps 2 and 3, chasing starts
with probability at least 1

n−1 .

2

Observe that ifZ successfully escapes to the area to the west to columni during the execution of
Advance, which results in failure of the current capture attempt, thenA andB will immediately notice this
fact.

Theorem 6 With probability at least 1
n−1 , two pursuers with a maximum speed ofs = 1 + ε can start

chasing an arbitrary evaderZ within O(n2) time. The expected time to captureZ by repeating this process
is O(n3).

Proof. By Lemma 6, the initial step combining the modified procedures Search1 andHide3, followed
by repeated executions of procedureAdvance (with suitable renaming of the pursuers) ensures that within
O(n2) time, either (1) chasing starts with probability at least1

n−1 , or (2) a pursuer hides in columnn − 1
with Z in the empty area to the east of columnn − 1. Since the latter is impossible, it must be the case that
chasing starts with probability at least1n−1 . A capture then follows withinO(min{1/ε, n2}) = O(n2) time
by Lemma 2. 2

5 A three-pursuer deterministic algorithm

In this section, we show that three pursuersA, B andC with a maximum speed ofs = 1 can capture an
arbitrary evaderZ. Taking into account Lemma 2, our goal is to let one of the three pursuers start chasing
Z. To get into this favorable situation, the pursuers construct a “moving trap” forZ. The pursuers start by
executing the following action sequence (see Fig. 10).

ProcedureSearch2

1. Initially A, B andC are at(0, 1), (2, 0) and(1, 1), respectively.

2. Fori = 1, 2, . . . , n − 2:

2.1 C moves north to(i, n − 1), south to(i, 1), and east to(i + 1, 1).
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Figure 10:Traversal ofGn by A, B andC.

2.2 A andB simultaneously move east to(i, 1) and(i+2, 0), respectively. (This part is not executed
wheni = n − 2.)

We first need some definitions. SupposeA andB are at intersections(i − 1, j + 1) and (i + 1, j),
respectively, for some integers2 ≤ i ≤ n − 2 and0 ≤ j ≤ n − 2. See Fig. 11(a). The set of points
(x, y) ∈ Gn such that either (1)x = i − 1 andy > j + 2 or (2) i − 1 < x ≤ i + 1 andy > j + 1 is
called atrap, and is denoted by TRAP(i, j). Symmetrically, ifA andB are at intersections(i − 1, j) and
(i + 1, j + 1), respectively, then we define TRAP(i, j) to be the set of points(x, y) such that either (1)
i − 1 ≤ x < i + 1 andy > j + 1 or (2) x = i + 1 andy > j + 2. See Fig. 11(b). Let TRAPPED(i, j)
be the condition thatZ is in TRAP(i, j) and the pursuers know this fact. The following lemma is similar to
Lemma 4 of [20] (we omit the proof).
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Figure 11:(a-b) TRAP(i, j). (c)Z is in TRAP(i, 0). (d) TRAP(i, 1): B andC swap their names.

Lemma 7 If the above action sequence is executed, then withinO(n2) time eitherZ is chased by a pursuer
or TRAPPED(i, 0) holds for some1 ≤ i ≤ n − 2.

The pursuers terminate the execution of the above action sequence as soon as TRAPPED(i, 0) holds for
some1 ≤ i ≤ n − 2. Note that at this moment,A andB are at intersections(i − 1, 1) and(i + 1, 0),
respectively. (Refer to Fig. 11 withj = 0.) Thereafter,A andB move east and west as necessary to keepZ
in a trap (or start chasingZ if they can). Specifically:

1. If Z appears at(i − 1, 2), (i, 1) or (i + 1, 1), thenA or B can start chasingZ.

2. If Z appears at(i − 1, l) for some3 ≤ l ≤ n − 1 at timet, thenA andB move west att and reach
intersections(i − 2, 1) and(i, 0), respectively, att + 1. ClearlyZ is in TRAP(i − 1, 0) at t + 1 and
the pursuers know this fact, and hence TRAPPED(i− 1, 0) holds att + 1.
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3. Similarly, if Z appears at(i + 1, l) for some2 ≤ l ≤ n − 1 at timet, thenA andB move east and
reach(i, 1) and(i + 2, 0), respectively, att + 1, so that TRAPPED(i + 1, 0) holds att + 1.

While A andB keepZ inside a trap as described above,C moves to row2 and then moves within row2
until it is on the same column asB. See Fig. 11(c), whereA, B andC are at(i − 1, 1), (i + 1, 0) and
(i + 1, 2), respectively. When this happens, say at timet, C andB swap their names and roles, as shown
in Fig. 11(d). ThenA and the newB determine a new trap TRAP(i, 1) which is smaller than the previous
TRAP(i, 0). The purpose of this operation is to make the trap smaller so that the pursuers will get closer
to Z.

Note thatZ may or may not be in TRAP(i, 1) after the swap at timet. SinceZ is in TRAP(i, 0) before
the swap, if it is not in TRAP(i, 1) after the swap, then it must be on one of the five edgesa, b, c, d ande
shown in Fig. 11(d). IfZ in on a, c or e at timet, thenB knows this fact and he can start chasingZ at t.
If B seesZ at t to the west at distance greater than 1, then (sinceZ is in TRAP(i, 0)) Z must be onb, and
hence bothA andB move towardsb and one of them can start chasingZ by time t + 1. WhetherZ is on
d can be determined by movingC to (i, 1): If C findsZ on d at t + 1, thenA andB move towardsd and
one of them can start chasingZ by t + 2; if C does not seeZ ond at t + 1, then the pursuers know thatZ is
in TRAP(i, 1), and hence TRAPPED(i, 1) holds att + 1 (or earlier ifZ becomes visible toA or B before
t + 1).

In summary, either one of the pursuers starts chasingZ by t + 2, or the pursuers find thatZ is in
TRAP(i, 1) by t + 1. If Z is found to be in TRAP(i, 1) by t + 1, then the pursuers can repeat the same
operation, i.e.,A andB keepZ within a trap whileC moves to row3 and then to the same column asA.
If this process is repeated, then eventually one of the pursuers must start chasingZ since TRAP(i, n − 2)
is empty for anyi. Also, since the time needed between two consecutive swaps is O(n), chasing must start
within O(n2) time. We thus obtain the following result.

Theorem 7 Using a deterministic algorithm, three pursuers with a maximum speed ofs = 1 can capture
an arbitrary evaderZ within O(n2) time.

6 Concluding remarks

In most of our results in this paper we have only assumed a limited distance detection capability for the
pursuers — they can tell only whether or notZ in sight is within distance1 of their locations, or have an
approximate distance detection capability with constant ratio. This feature is desirable in practical appli-
cations. In addition, for some results requiring exact distance detection capability (such as the one-pursuer
randomized algorithm for capturing an arbitraryZ), we pointed out that similar results hold under the as-
sumption of approximate distance detection capability. Our algorithms are applicable in many scenarios
with autonomous robots in locating and capturing a hostile or uncontrollable robot moving on the ground
in a grid-like city environment, or in a contaminated environment not suitable for human intervention. A
similar pursuit-evasion problem has recently been considered in a 3D grid [23].

Some questions remain for future study. The maximum speed requirements and the capture times in our
algorithms can be probably further reduced. Particularly interesting questions are: Can a single pursuer with
a maximum speed ofs = 1 + ε capture an (arbitrary) evader inGn in a polynomial (inn) number of steps?
Is it possible to capture an arbitrary evader in polynomial time by using two pursuers with a maximum speed
s = 1? Or by using a small group of pursuers with a maximum speeds < 1 ?

It is also natural to consider similar questions for the caseof “incomplete” grids, i.e., arbitrary connected
subgraphs ofGn. If the maximum speed of the pursuers iss = 1, then for anyk ≥ 1, a tree-like environment
(similar in spirit to those found in [22]) can be constructedas an incomplete grid for whichk pursuers, using
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a deterministic capture algorithm, are necessary (and sufficient) to capture a fugitive; see Fig. 12. For
randomized capture algorithms, however, the situation might be different.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 12:Tree-like gridsG(1), G(2) andG(3) that require1, 2 and3 deterministic pursuers, respectively.

It is worth noting that two deterministic pursuers suffice (for capturingZ) in the discrete model, despite
the fact that all players have the same “speed” of one edge perstep. It is obvious that one pursuer is not
enough even in the discrete model.

Theorem 8 In the discrete model, with no direction and exact distance detection capabilities for pursuers,
two pursuers can captureZ in O(n2) time steps using a deterministic algorithm.

Proof. A andB always maintain a tandem formation in whichA is exactly one edge to the west ofB (see
Fig. 13).
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Figure 13:Possible moves forZ asA andB move towards him in a tandem formation in the discrete model.

A andB start by moving in tandem along the south boundary of the grid(row 0) eastward from the
west end. When one of them seesZ, they move north in tandem, and continue to do so until one of them
starts chasingZ or they lose sight ofZ. In the latter case,Z must be in a row to the north ofA andB, and
depending on whetherZ was visible toA or B in the previous step, he is either on the column immediately
to the west ofA or immediately to the east ofB. ThenA andB repeatedly move in the direction ofZ (either
west or east) within their current row, until one of them seesZ again. They then repeat the same procedure,
by first moving north towardsZ. It is easy to see thatZ is forced to remain to the north ofA andB, and
chasing starts inO(n2) time steps. Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 2 for the continuous model, one can
show that the pursuers in the tandem formation can captureZ within O(n2) steps after chasing starts. 2
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